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BODY CLEANSER
Imagine making every shower and bath as
refreshing and natural as a spring morning with
Invision’s™ Body Cleanser. Only the finest
ingredients are used to create a rich lather that will
gently cleanse your entire body. The unique pH
balanced formula, with colloidal minerals, will help
Item# 41606 - 16 oz
nurture and maintain your skin’s natural glow and
softness. This all-natural moisturizing cleanser contains anti-bacterial
agents that will leave you feeling refreshed throughout the day.

BOTANICAL EXTRACT SHAMPOO
Youngevity’s® new “Triple Molecular Adhesion”
process now makes treating the hair from the inside
out possible! The sub-organic micron particle
ingredients in our extraordinary new formula
combine with our proprietary processing method to
rejuvenate not only the hair follicle but also the hair
shaft. With our exclusive, plant-derived colloidal
Item# 41604 - 16 fl. oz
copper-enhanced formula, your hair looks and feels
fantastic and you can finally be assured of receiving
vital vitamins and minerals necessary for strong, healthy,
and vibrant hair. Invision™ Botanical Shampoo uses all-natural
surfactants. Wheat protein repairs damaged hair and Coco Glucoside
provides a natural re-fatting agent to the scalp as well as provides
sheen to the hair.

BOTANICAL EXTRACT CONDITIONER
Scientifically formulated to nourish the hair and
follicles, it conditions and enriches all types of
hair. The nourishment is extracted from
prehistoric plant deposits which contain 7 major
minerals and 65 trace minerals in colloidal form.
Invision™ Hair Conditioner is a rich, luxurious
blend of minerals, emollients, and moisturizers
that provide body, luster, and sheen to each
individual hair shaft.

Item# 40805 - 8 fl. oz

HAIRN E C E S S I T I E S
* These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. This is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any diseases.

